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Dear Mr. Neve – this is very serious and I need assistance to understand what to do? In a few weeks – I may not be alive to discuss any of this. So please help. I have written many document’s to Dr. Hedy Fry and? Nothing? Dear Alex I have many emails and phone calls to these 2 as they are I thought my main allies. ?

DEATH BY LEPTOSPIROSIS -
Dear Dr. Fry, Dr. Lawson Baird – St. Paul’s

I know I have sent you a lot of info. Sorry about that - The situation is not something I have ever experienced and does seem an awful lot has gone wrong - and I need advice which I can’t get from CHC KL - ? For reasons that add to the BIZARRE of this experience.

(1) To recap the infection started on Jan 13, 2017
(2) I did try to get help but no one ie Dr.s, Hospital etc. Would NOT assist. In the end i took the emergency meds and I did keep asking for medical assistance. As the weather was rainy - I just slept a lot and treated the infection, unaware of its real nature. Essentially I have no memory now of that period, it was a blur of fevers and poxes - only awareness of February 27.
(3) By the end of February- I had many complications - my heart was going crazy - turned out to be damaged - its permanency was? as it was on the cusp and it would depend on medication and a resolution to the infection.
(4) I was heading to Dumai - Indonesia - a short boat trip to get my Final Visa chop - and then leave Malaysia for good by April 1st. Back to Canada.
(5) The day to depart had arrived but I had collapsed again. February 28.. The agent who had assisted in the apt at cocobay and was coming on the trip witnessed my collapse. he said that he called Malaysian immigration and it was okay to overstay based on the illness and to have all your documents - bills - receipts etc as proof. That concurred with what I was told at KL airport upon my last entry / exit - They said - I was organised gave them everything in the correct order and that I was a nice Canadian. There was never a threat as imposed by the vice counsel - MOJ. To this day - I am baffled by the circumstances that CHC did. There was no communication that resulted in any change to my circumstances and though I had followed the MOJ instructions - I instead got responses from Dr. David Brule that seemed to be contrary to what I had discussed. As the events have become blurry - I lost my vision around that time - May 11- onwards for about 3 weeks. But there was no further communication from MOJ/ CHC. Which only complicated events, as I needed to understand what I could do. With the body showing increased damage - I could no longer cope and reached out to you. Dr. Hedy Fry.

(6) In March the reality of it being a Rat based infection known to be fatal - was confirmed and I was really very ill. I had also encountered the continued Madness of the Goh - the crazy landlord of cocobay - I was never contracted to him or his
organization - I was a guest of the agent. The infection he admitted to as he acknowledge that he was the caretaker and had placed the filthy bedding for me to use. And from then on he continued to harass me. The agent disavowed any billing as it was rented Free of any electrical bills. Then it went into crazy land - with him attacking me - and coming with bills from 2016 to force me to pay. Basically extortion. I videotaped parts of the exchange - as this man was so violent.

(7) I packed ready to leave - for April 1st. I had strained myself as i was too weak. And that night had the worst headaches - and fever - and then - I felt something burst in my head- and I saw blood when I wiped my heads with my hands. Then I was out cold - Something had happened and later maybe 8 hours later I woke up? Very disorientated - at first I thought it was a bad dream. But I had no more pain - after passing out - and i looked at my pillow and I found blood smears?

(8) I went to the doctor Vijnay - who said - how do you feel - I said I have no idea as I was ok - but blood came from head - through my ears - I assume ? He said well it happened only once so no real issue.

(9) The Rat diseases has a very definite list of issues that include Hemorrhaging. and organ damage. He acknowledged yes, its deadly. That was all.
(10) He. Dr. Vijnay of Asia Klinik did also confirm that as a foreigner NO doctor in PD would ever document or record or treat me - He indicated that he was doing me a short term favor and to go find others to assist.

(11) Dr. Vijnay knew of my struggle to get assistance. I left many messages - emails etc. With my body so infected I was not able to keep up - I had made a real connection to Sunway Medical Hospital in KL and their reputation was for excellence - instead they were very sloppy. I had asked them to help me - they wrote that they had no specialists on had for this condition. A known condition in Malaysia? and no meds. All untrue. My situation became critical and increasingly fatal -again when I tell people in general these experiences - they say welcome to Malaysia. All also recounted - well you are going to die. No one who has this disease in Malaysia to the degree you have it lives.

(12) June 2nd Dr.Tan at Sunway Medical the medical doctor on staff - met me - I was told he wanted to see me? In the process of speaking with him - He said why have i not seen you before? I asked who he was and was told that he was the dr,. That treated infectious diseases. He listened to my by then complicated story - admitted yes that Doctors in Malaysia will usually not treat foreigners and deny treatment and medication. I go into shock so easily. I went there - i just freeze - i could not believe that with all my emails and requests to the SM hospital, that they had since March - denied to treat me - or see any specialists. That they also emailed the CHC - and told them the same. Misleading the CHC – who now are no longer in communication.
(13) I showed him the letter of May 25th that said they did not have the meds - nor could they recommend any. In fact - the Dr. said I treat Lepotspirosis many times and I have the medicine. He said what they wrote - Chaim Huey was inaccurate. From March till June – critical time wasted.

(14) He wanted to do tests? I said what kind of tests? As by now I had been told that it was too late for general testing- that the disease with its violent rashes - heart issues - fevers was indeed now Viral Persistent Human leptospirosis. And that tests for proof were no longer required. So again what tests? Just tests to see how the body was dealing with the infection. I said...-As by now you have confirmed - that your Hospital is very negligent that all of the paper work I had sent in and brought in - were not in the file. And now you wanted to do tests - for a check on the body stasis? And they denied you exist - to the point that I am in real danger of dying. WOW! As after 6 months and poor meds and Drs. Who know nothing – they use GOOGLE to diagnose and treat – illness. Unfortunately due to the genetic complications brought on by – lack of treatment. The tests have to be very specific as the infecting agents were tri – fold. And now mutated. To ??.

(15) I also thought that I was leaving soon for Vancouver. A kind Samaritan will purchase a Plane ticket to get me back to Canada when am free to go. But I require 30 days of no symptoms – NO MORE RASHES – NO MORE FEVERS – NO MORE SEVERE REACTIONS TO THE ANTBIOTICS THAT MIMIC A HEART ATTACK. NO MORE SPASMS OR TICS – STRENGTH IS REQUIRED.

I now had the proof of a deliberate attempt to harm me - and that i could never recover (in Malaysia). In all of my emails and conversations - with the WHO and the Pharmacy company- Sanofi that made and did not have the vaccine. That whenever I mentioned Sunway Medical center - The first response was good they are reputable - what did they say - I said - they had nothing, no drugs - no doctors - to treat this .. That was met with - What - Sunway told you this - IMPOSSIBLE - they are one of the best. He says - You should have insisted - ? I of course did and continued to do so. But in the end - with this Malaysian DOCTORS PREFER NOT TO TREAT FOREIGNERS - a known sub fact - I did not get far. And I was told go here - no go there - I called these other places to find out ? They were 2 hours away - so once again - with whatever language skills - they did not possess and after months of illness, horrific abuse.. I could do no more.

(16) I did try to go out but the blindness - to walk out there in the heat - etc - i got very dizzy and nauseous, so it was back to bed. I had started to contact Thailand and the hospitals there - as i have to get out of this hell -

(17) With the CHC taking a hostile to me position, unapologetically disinterested and fostering what can only be seen as contempt. Being Kind, considerate or assisting was not in their vernacular. I was also out of any of their restrictions – they heard what they wanted to hear, not what was real. I could have easily have left – but ? The problem is if a Vice counsel laughs at your predicament – offers
assistance and then vanishes. My only life-line to Canada. This is al way too hard and insurmountable.

It seems that in their lofty position of Embassy staff - they are not aware of the "real Malaysia" That the corruption that is described - is ubiquitous and I had gone from Bad to worse to near death and that they could not treat me with any normal courtesy or respect. Yes they said they could fly me but they wanted - I suppose proof? But when they spoke to Dr, David Brule - they just disappeared. In Toronto I was horrifically abused by these Doctors and David was the only 1 that witnessed and assisted the many emergencies - Coma - vomiting for 8 hours – feet burning off - lumps in my chest - blood being thrown up. All due to Anaphylaxis, in the end and the allergens were all over Toronto. And when at the start of the infection and I contacted Toronto - here is what was stated. Please contact a local doctor as Dr. Anthony Chen can no longer advise you out of the country.

(18) By now I have read everything I could find and what is clear is that this is deadly. That the non-treatment had made me critically ill. And that with my congenital infection for me this was guaranteed a passage to death. Also as the blood tests had to be so specific to identify and treat the causes of the infection. The disease vectors that infected me were - Bed bugs - Parasites - and fungus that fed of the Rat feces and urine. Those pathogens have to be isolated and drugs specific to them used as i had by now gone through all the Broad range AB. so NO bueno.

(19) if the literature is correct - the patients either died immediately as in 3 days - or by the 10th month. its been 6 now and I am going into massive sepsis - the organs are all under attack. And failing to some degree.

(20) So I have to regroup? Think of alternatives? Thailand – THC – as I cant get back to Canada. As well as – I have to think of death and what to do about the body. The disease can cause cancer – can cause paralysis from sepsis- heart attack.

(21) To ensure that I get the message that Malaysia is this violent. I have to go to the beach / sea every day. But as I have to treat the body with an intensive poultices to draw the toxins out – and promote rapid healing, I used Mustard Oil and Turmeric. I became better and I turned a gold color. Suddenly I was attacked by Barracuda in the sea. They chased me out of the water and followed me to the beach and they darted back and forth in about 1 foot of water – at the shoreline. This horrified me as I was now unable to go into the sea- as now the attacks were coming from every source.

• Has my passport been comprised by Canada?
• Why did all the Malaysian doctors deliberately mislead me – and deny treatments and tell me to go to every other doctor and or Klinik in a 200 miles radius?
• Why did the CHC – deliberately ill-treat me and be so disingenuous to the point that – it delayed all my attempts to get better? Marc Oliver Jean seems to be? Challenged in dealing with serious matters? The issues were suppressed by CHC as this is a long term outstanding issue. Leptospirosis – Malaysian condo and property owners regularly try and extort funds – from visitors.
• Threatening my life.. at every given turn.
• Why was I ill-treated by CHC – and Dr. Hedy Fry?
• Why was sensitive medical files forwarded to other non –medical staff by Dr.Hedy Fry;s office. These files are so sensitive that if given to others staff – then my life can be placed in greater jeopardy. (Please ask me about this)
• As The Malaysians I encountered are so corrupt – and tried to extort funds from me – have they compromised my life further? My Passport? It is used as the major document and I have videotaped many records of them attempting fraud on me.
• Malaysian Companies like the Trefoil condo Management? TM the phone company?
• Mr. Goh and the Goh Family – deliberately placed highly fatal infected bedding on my bed. Leading to my possible death.
• Mr. Goh further demanded and attempted to extort funds from me – with Paper work that was not relevant (extortion) – and publically verbally months after I had left Cocobay – May 11th. Screamed out and chased me in a parking lot at Perdana apts. I will KILL YOU.
• All the medical costs that I was forced to bear from this delinquent people. The Gohs.
• I have no idea what they have done. ? I was only told not to initiate any legal procedures against the Malaysians – as since its an attempt to extort funds and to kill a stranger to the region. It is very serious. I must wait if there is any legality to be told what it is? As I have all or THE PROOF – of complete innocence then it will turn the Legal system against the Malaysians who are making these false claims and then I can be resolved.
• Meanwhile the illness and risk of death increases.

For more information, please contact Sue Montgomery, media relations at Amnesty International Canada, at 613-744-7667 ext. 236 or smontgomery@amnesty.ca
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